
_________________fleur d’amour
rise of the renegade



heart on her sleeve
but her hand cannot reach love

he, in love without hope of getting
love, so he puts his heart
in his pocket

she feels objectified
by a world
that objectifies
women

he, feels broken
is broken in all
the right (a matter of perspective)
places, by a world
that breaks                   people

she is as beautiful
as spring
as October
she is a woman
who knows her value
and will not be short-changed



fresh tears bring fresh eyes
to see her in a new light
she couldn’t be
who you needed



further
Apollo 13
400
171
exploring yourself
you can’t see
into the void
started on the dark
continent



days turn to weeks
before i know it you’ll be gone
i still miss you in my arms
and we are not the same
the colours fade to grey
wave hello
wave hello
wave hello
text once in a blue moon
and I’m still waiting on a star
come by
you’re not there
wave hello



Jaden Smith’s Fallen plays
the cirrus clouds circulate me
while i take a picture of a
red vintage car,
while i write this
the grass grows
there is nothing I
nor you
can do
about that
and that fascinates me

the green grass matches
the green car
that fascinates me

I am waiting for the
sunset
waiting





Neptune floats by
and in this story
i am the sun
and the only place 
we
can live is Earth
but if i get any closer
it will end in flames
because the sun burns
and Venus keeps telling me
that i’m hot
but she has more mercury
than Mercury
and Neptune keeps floating by
but i don’t want to be the sun;
i want to be beside 
Venus
and we can be
as close to Earth
as we can get



infinity times infinity
yields limitless possibilites

a purple flower blooms
outside my window

and I never take the time
to admire

how rare and beautiful it
is that it forms



tell my friends
to cremate me
and plant me beneath
an apple tree
or a flower

tell my friends
to celebrate my life
and not grieve at my
death
to recount memories
and times i made 
them smile
or inspired them

tell my friends
to speak ill of me
if i deserved it
be brutally honest,
nothing less

tell my friends
to enjoy life 
and laugh hard
and love everything
to spread love
like a disease
and tell my friends
i love them



colour 
my mood
in the exact shade
of the ocean at 6:17 pm
and watch me 
drown in the hollowness
of a self-sustained
loneliness
as I ostracize
my mind
and the waves of
emptiness continuously
bash against
the psyche
and the walls
recover just in time
for all of this
to mean
something.



she cannot understand me
i can see the ache
of exhaustion in her face
but she does many times
perhaps more
than anyone can
and she doesn’t know how
nor do i

i’ve tried to understand
her
but i’ve given up
i don’t need to
some things don’t need
to be understood
to be loved



the rain falls
and washes the earth
and plants start to grow
but my hair keeps falling out

the sun’s back out
and pulses continuously
but there is no heat
and my hair keeps falling out

I drink tea
mint
because I’m lazy
but my hair keeps falling out

music plays and
I am not amused
I’ll play my own
but my hair keeps falling out



falling for your eyes
and as they fall on mine
i’m afraid you’ll see
i’m not as good a person
as you think me to be
maybe you feel the same
maybe i make you feel safe too
i hope



      fin


